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The Power of Images 
Caution: Some of the following images may 
be disturbing or objectionable to viewers. 



















eth∙ics 
Moral principles that govern a person’s 
behavior or conducting of an activity; 
principles of greater good take precedence 
over personal interest or gain 



What scenes  or subjects would  
 you choose not to shoot?  



What considerations come into play 
for you with borderline situations? 

 Equipment 
 Space and relationship to scene 
 Subject’s situation or reactions 
 Purpose of shot (educational, documentary, 

financial, competitive) 
 Other 



Ethics in 
Nature Photography 



Nature Photography: Considerations 

 Species status (endangered, threatened) 
 Proximity 
 Disturbance (repositioning, touching) 
 Baiting 
 Game farm/zoo photography 
 Professional blinds 
 Bird feeders 
 Flash photography 
 Drones 



                     North America Nature                
                     Photographers Association 

PRINCIPLES OF ETHICAL FIELD PRACTICES  
 

Ethical field practices promote the well-being of the location, 
subject and photographer. Every place, plant, and animal, 
whether above or below water, is unique, and cumulative 
impacts occur over time. Therefore, one must always exercise 
good individual judgment. It is NANPA's belief that these 
principles will encourage all who participate in the enjoyment 
of nature to do so in a way that best promotes good 
stewardship of the resource.  



 
 ENVIRONMENTAL: KNOWLEDGE OF SUBJECT AND PLACE  

Learn patterns of animal behavior so as not to interfere with animal life cycles.  
 

Do not distress wildlife or their habitat.  Respect the routine needs of animals.  
 

Use appropriate lenses to photograph wild animals. If an animal shows stress, 
move back and use a longer lens.  
 

Acquaint yourself with the fragility of the ecosystem. Stay on trails that are 
intended to lessen impact.  
 

Do not participate in or endorse the use of a live mammal as bait for 
photographic purposes.  
 

Research your subject beforehand and avoid risking harm to capture an 
image.   











SOCIAL: KNOWLEDGE OF RULES AND LAWS  

When appropriate, inform managers or other authorities of your presence 
and purpose.  Help minimize cumulative impacts and maintain safety.  
 

Learn the rules and laws of the location. If minimum distances exist for 
approaching wildlife, follow them.  
 

In the absence of management authority, use good judgment. Treat the 
wildlife, plants and places as if you were their guest.  
 

Prepare yourself and your equipment for unexpected events. Avoid 
exposing yourself and others to preventable mishaps.  





INDIVIDUAL: EXPERTISE AND RESPONSIBILITIES  

Treat others courteously. Ask before joining others already shooting in 
an area.  
 

Tactfully inform others if you observe them in engaging in 
inappropriate or harmful behavior. Many people unknowingly 
endanger themselves and animals.  
 

Report inappropriate behavior to proper authorities. Don’t argue with 
those who don’t care; report them.  
 

Be a good role model, both as a photographer and a citizen. 
Educate others by your actions; enhance their understanding.  







Image Integrity 

 Impact of Photoshop/Lightroom 
 Does the image appear as it did originally in the 

viewfinder? 
Add/subtract content 
Composite images/HDR/focus stacking/panorama stitching 
Coloration/saturation/vibrance/vignetting 
Cloning 

 Staged or Natural 
 Purpose of capturing the image and its display 





         Ethical Standards & 
          Principles 

Ethics plays a very strong role in iLCP and ethical considerations are central to 
every action and project that we undertake.  Our Fellows commit themselves 
to maintaining the highest ethical standards in their business practices, and 
behavior in the field. They pledge to advance ethical behavior throughout the 
photographic community by setting an example of integrity and 
professionalism. 
In doing so, we have adopted the following set of principles: 
• Integrity: The effectiveness of our work in furthering conservation is directly 
tied to its being accepted as authentic, accurate and honest. In this we 
cannot compromise. 
• Respect: We believe in respectful and professional behavior toward our 
subjects, human or wild, as well as the people with whom we come in contact. 
• Professionalism: Our behavior as individuals reflects on the image and 
integrity of every other iLCP Fellow and influences the impact and credibility of 
the organization as a whole.  



iLCP Field Practices 
iLCP Fellows pledge to minimize our impact on the areas and subjects we 
photograph. 
• We always place the welfare of our subjects above all else. Special 
care must be afforded breeding animals to avoid having a negative 
impact on reproductive success or add to the risk of predation. Key to this 
is the maintenance of safe, informed and responsible working distances 
• Minimize our impact on the landscape by following the “Leave No 
Trace – Pack It In, Pack it Out” ethic that maintains the integrity and 
character of the places we work. 
• Be aware of and follow all regulations and customs that might impact 
our behavior in the field. 
• Treat our partners in conservation – scientists, landowners, guides, and 
government officials – with respect and professionalism. 
• When working with indigenous people, we will make every effort to 
respect and accurately represent the cultural values and traditions of our 
subjects. When appropriate, we will seek the necessary permissions from 
government agencies and indigenous leadership. 
 



iLCP Use of Captive Animals 

In some cases, photographing captive animals can 
be a valuable source of rare imagery that can be 
valuable for specific conservation goals. However, the 
use of captive animals must be governed by the same 
ethical considerations as elsewhere: 
• The welfare of the animal should be paramount. 
• Any institution that exploits animals solely for profit 
should not be utilized or supported. 
• Images of captive animals will be honestly and 
accurately captioned and never represented as wild. 
 





Digital Manipulation 
The documentary power of a photograph is directly 
linked to its value as a record of real events. Yet, with 
the advent of digital technology, the manipulation of 
images has become both easier and more 
widespread and can undermine public confidence in 
photography as a factual record. 
For this reason, we believe that image manipulation 
must never alter essential content in such a way that it 
either misrepresents actual events, or deceives the 
intended audience, in any context in which the truth 
of the image is assumed. Creative manipulation, when 
performed, must be fully disclosed to the end user. 
 





Ethics in  
Street Photography 



Street Photography 

“The right of a person to privacy in a public 
place is equal to the right of a photographer 
to take a photograph in a public place” 
               – Nick Turpin  
“Look and think before opening the shutter. 
The heart and mind are the true lens of the 
camera.”                              - Yousuf Karsh 
 
 









Informed Consent 



RULES OF THE GAME 
 

All photos must accurately reflect the subject matter as it appeared 
in the viewfinder. Nothing should be added to or removed from an 
image aside from dust spots or other minor corrections. Normal 
processing of RAW image files and limited adjustments to color and 
contrast are accepted, as is minimal cropping, HDR photo stacking, 
and panoramic stitching. These are permitted as long as all 
techniques are disclosed on your entry form notes and represent how 
you saw the scene in the field. Select a category that you feel is the 
best fit for each image. The Judging Panel reserves the right to move 
images to another category. Entrants must not infringe upon the rights 
of any other photographer or person, Federal regulations, or private 
land permissions, and must not enter images of captive wildlife or 
involve the willful harassment of wildlife or damage to the 
environment.  

Nature’s Best 
Photography 



National Geographic Photo Contest 
 Only minor burning, dodging and/or color correction is acceptable, 

as is minor cropping. High dynamic range images (HDR) and 
stitched panoramas are acceptable. 

 Photographs that include sculptures, statues, paintings, and other 
works of art will be accepted as long as they do not constitute 
copyright infringement or fraud; provided entrants must be 
prepared to provide a release form as described below in "Release." 
When photographing the work of others, it must be as an object in 
its environment and not a full-frame close-up of another person's art. 

 The photograph, in its entirety, must be a single work of original 
material taken by the Contest entrant. By entering the Contest, 
entrant represents, acknowledges, and warrants that the submitted 
photograph is an original work created solely by the entrant, that 
the photograph does not infringe on the copyrights, trademarks, 
moral rights, rights of privacy/publicity or intellectual property rights 
of any person or entity, and that no other party has any right, title, 
claim, or interest in the photograph. 
 





Questions, Comments, and Reactions 



“The choices we make in our chosen hobby 
or professional directly impact the welfare 
of the very subjects we are shooting. We 
need to make choices that put the health 
and safety of our subjects first.” 
            Daniel Dietrich 
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